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Old Boots
Andrew Scott
Lace up these old boots every morning,
over a hot coffee between four and five,
sun, rain, sleet, or snow,
stalls need mucked, animals need fed,
the weather does not matter to them,
been doing the same thing for thirty seven years,
since my father gave this farm to me,
built proud by his grandfather,
and handed down through the generations.
They say we farmers are a dying breed,
replaced by factories that do the same thing,
people know that the food I grow,
the animals we nurture, taste differently,
given to them with hard work, care and love.
Think when I plough the land’s soil,
it is a shame that I will be the last,
the last to plow these fields, enjoying the sunrise,
the kids moved away long ago,
never had the same interest in working like this,
the long hours did not give them the same reward,
though each holiday, they enjoy the fruits of this labour,
sure that when I pass, this ground will be gone,
sold to the highest bidder for modern day development.
The money coming in is not the same as it used to be,
nature has reeked havoc in the soil,
crops taken away have led to some lean years,
the wife had to take a small job at the local diner to make ends meet,
she holds the smirks given to her by locals so elegantly,
she understands what this tradition means,
and she is always there beside me.
It will turn around one of these years, I have faith,
has to, this work is all I cared to know,
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until I join this land, every morning I will just lace these old boots.

Biographical Details:
Andrew Scott is a native of Fredericton, NB. During his time as an active poet, Andrew
Scott has taken the time to speak in front of a classrooms, judge poetry competitions as well as
published worldwide in such publications as The Art of Being Human, Battered Shadows and
The Broken Ones. His books, Snake With A Flower, The Phoenix Has Risen, The Path and
The Storm Is Coming are available now
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